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Manufacturer ford Motor company 
Production 1908-1927 
Predecessor ford Model s 
successor ford Model a 
engine 177 in³ (2.9 L) 4 cylinder motor, 20 hp
transMission rear wheel drive, planetary gear, speed
fueL econoMy 25-30 mpg (9.4-11.3 l/100km)
fueL caPacity 10 gallons 

designer Henry ford, childe Harold Wills, Joseph a. 
galamb and eugene farkas 

trivia
°  in aldous Huxley’s Brave new World, inspired by the ford 

Model t, the letter t is used as a symbol of the modern times, 
and crosses on graveyards are cut off to reshape them in the 
form of the letter t. 

°  one of the characters of the 2006 movie cars is a 1923 
Model t called Lizzie’. 

°   in the 1961 movie, the absent Minded Professor, Professor 
Brainard uses a Model t to test his discovery, flubber.

ford Motor company’s Model 
t has a unique place in the 

annals of automobile history. first produced 
in 1908, the Model t is generally credited to 
have popularised the usage of automobiles 
in the united states. the first affordable 
automobile in those times, the car arguably 
put ‘america on wheels’, largely due to some 
innovations designed by its founder, Henry 
ford. this included the first-time use of 
assembly line production instead of individual 
handcrafting.

Model t was ford’s first major success, five 
years after the company was founded in 1903. 
several cars were produced or prototyped by 
Henry ford during that period, until Model t 
came along. the first production Model t, in 
fact was built on september 27, 1908 at the 
Piquette Plant in detroit, Michigan. 

By 1914, the assembly process for the 
Model t had been so streamlined it took only 
93 minutes to assemble a car. the Model t 
was a great commercial success, and by the 
time Henry ford made his 10 millionth car, 9 
out of 10 of all cars in the entire world were 
fords. in total, more than 15 million Model 
ts were manufactured, more than any other 
model of automobile for almost a century.

 the car has remained at the top of 
popularity charts throughout and in an 
international poll for the award of the world’s 
most influential car of the 20th century, the 
ford Model t, colloquially known as the tin 
Lizzie and the flivver, came first.

Henry ford’s insistence in not introducing 
any changes in the car through its lifetime was 
seen as his eccentric approach to research 
and development. He believed the Model t 
was all a person would, or could, ever need in 
a car. other automobile makers meanwhile, 
offered comfort and styling advantages at 
competitive prices, and Model t started losing 
market share, leading to the cessation of its 
production on May 26, 1927.


